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Preface 
The goal of making research data freely available often comes into conflict with the rights of 
individuals. These rights are mainly of two kinds: intellectual property rights and rights to 
personal data protection. In Europe, the rights to personal data protection have been codified 
in the recently adopted General Data Protection Regulation, GDPR. While research, as a 
public interest, can process personal data, the GDPR requires appropriate safeguards to be in 
place. Consent from authors or subjects cannot always be obtained, or be general enough, and 
in this case pseudonymisation may be applied, with the intended effect that real individuals no 
longer can be identified from the language data. 
 
Long before the GDPR, personal data protection has been a concern for creators of language 
corpora, and there exists a body of literature discussing legal and ethical aspects of corpus 
publishing. When the data is to be changed or masked in some way, the terms used have been 
anonymisation or de-identification. With textual data, originals are usually kept, however, 
which means that anyone with access to the originals and their metadata can make the 
connection with the transformed text and thus with individuals as authors or participants. For 
this reason we have used the GDPR term and called this workshop 'NLP for 
Pseudonymisation'. 
 
NLP is affected in two ways by the conflict. First, it uses language data of all kinds to develop 
systems, and these data may contain sensitive personal data. Second, it may contribute to 
making the pseudonymisation process more efficient, or even, more safe. We invited 
submissions on both of these aspects to the workshop. 
 
NLP has been applied to the problem of deidentification of medical texts for quite a long 
time. Two of the three papers included in these proceedings deal with medical data. 
Moreover, in medicine, taxonomies of sensitive data categories are well established and 
annotated data already in existence. Many other fields, however, not least in the Humanities 
and Social Sciences, are increasingly aiming to share human-generated data and will need to 
develop tools and processes for this purpose. We hope that future workshops on the theme of 
NLP and Pseudonymisation will have a wider spread of contributions. 
 
We would like to express our gratitude to the members of the program committee for their 
valuable advise and review of papers: Hercules Dalianis, Koenraad de Smedt, Cyril Grouin, 
Dimitrios Kokkinakis, Krister Lindén, Aurélie Névéol, Sumithra Velupillai, Sussi Olsen, 
Elena Volodina, and Mats Wirén. We gratefully acknowledge financial support for the 
workshop from Swe-Clarin, the Swedish node of the European CLARIN infrastructure, with 
long-term support from the Swedish Research Council.  
 
Linköping and Uppsala, August 26, 2019  
 
Lars Ahrenberg and Beáta Megyesi 
Program co-chairs 
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Invited talk 
 
Martin Krallinger 
Head of the Text Mining unit, Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC), Spain 

  

Abstract 

There is an increasing interest in exploiting the content of unstructured clinical narratives by 
means of language technologies and text mining. To be able to share, re-distribute and make 
clinical narratives accessible for text mining and NLP research purposes it is key to fulfill 
legal conditions and address restrictions related data protection and patient privacy 
legislations. Thus clinical records with protected health information (PHI) cannot be directly 
shared “as is”, due to privacy constraints, making it particularly cumbersome to carry out 
NLP research in the medical domain. A necessary precondition for accessing clinical records 
outside of hospitals is their de-identification, i.e., the exhaustive removal  (or replacement) of 
all mentioned PHI phrases. 

Providing a proper evaluation scenario of automatic anonymization tools, with well-defined 
sensitive data types is crucial for approval of data redistribution consents signed by ethical 
committees of healthcare institutions. Moreover, it is important to highlight that the 
construction of manually de-identified medical records is currently the main rate and cost-
limiting step for secondary use applications. 

This talk will summarise the settings, data and results of the first community challenge task 
specifically devoted to the anonymization of medical documents in Spanish, called the 
MEDDOCAN (Medical Document Anonymization) task, as part of the upcoming IberLEF 
evaluation initiative. This track relied on a synthetic corpus of clinical case documents called 
the MEDDOCAN corpus. In order to carry out the manual annotation of this corpus we have 
constructed the first public annotation guidelines for PHI in Spanish carefully examining the 
specifications derived from the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). From the 51 
registered teams, covering participants both from academia and companies, a total of 18 
teams have submitted runs for this track. The top scoring runs represent very competitive 
approaches than can significantly reduce time and costs associated to the access of textual 
data containing privacy-related sensitive information. This talk will conclude with a summary 
of the methodologies used by participating teams to automatically identify sensitive 
information, together with lessons learned and future steps. 

 

Bio 

Martin Krallinger is currently the head of the Text Mining unit at the Barcelona 
Supercomputing Center (BSC), and former head of the Biological Text Mining unit of the 
Spanish National Cancer research Centre (CNIO). He is an expert in the field of biomedical 
and clinical text mining and language technologies and has been working in this and related 
research topics since more than ten years, which resulted in over 70 publications and several 
domain specific text mining applications for drug-safety, molecular systems biology and 
oncology, etc. He was involved in the implementation and evaluation of biomedical named 
entity recognition components, information extraction systems and semantic indexing of large 
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datasets of heterogeneous document types (research literature, patents, legacy reports, 
European public assessment reports). His research interests, besides clinical NLP include text-
mining assisted biocuration, interoperability standards and formats for biomedical text 
annotations (BioC) as well as development of efficient text annotation infrastructures. He also 
promoted the development of the first biomedical text annotation meta-server (Biocreative 
metaserver - BCMS) and the follow up BeCalm/TIPS metaserver.  He is one of the main 
organizers of BioCreative community assessment challenges for the evaluation of biomedical 
NLP systems and has been involved in the organization of text mining shared tasks in various 
international community challenge efforts including IberEval, IberLEF, and CLEF. 
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AnonyMate: A Toolkit for Anonymizing Unstructured Chat Data

Allison Adams, Eric Aili, Daniel Aioanei, Rebecca Jonsson, Lina Mickelsson,
Dagmar Mikmekova, Fred Roberts, Javier Fernandez Valencia, Roger Wechsler

Artificial Solutions
Stureplan 15, Stockholm 111 45

r&d@artificial-solutions.com

Abstract

Most existing research on the automatic
anonymization of text data has been lim-
ited to the de-identification of medical
records. This is beginning to change
following the passage of GDPR privacy
laws, which have made the task of au-
tomatic text anonymization more relevant
than ever. We present our privacy pro-
tection toolkit, AnonyMate, which is built
to anonymize both personal identifying
information (PII) as well as corporate
identifying information (CII) in human-
computer dialogue text data.

1 Introduction

Many NLP systems require vast amounts of text
data to develop. This poses a considerable chal-
lenge to companies who want to prioritize the data
integrity and privacy of their clients while build-
ing state of the art tools. The General Data Pro-
tection Regulation (GDPR) 1 sets restrictions on
the usage and storage of personal identifying in-
formation (PII), which is often present in human-
computer dialog data. As such, steps to remove
sensitive information through anonymization are
essential if the data are to be collected and stored
for research and development purposes. To ad-
dress this need, we developed our anonymization
tool, AnonyMate, with two main objectives in
mind:

• To ensure that historical data stored for R&D
purposes do not contain any PII data.

• To enable our platform to produce
anonymized data.

In light of these objectives, our goal was to build
a tool that can identify and classify types of

1https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/reg/2016/679/oj

PII data and apply different anonymization and
pseudonymization strategies on the detected PII
types. We further sought to detect and annotate
named entities beyond the scope of anonymization
purposes.

The development of this system encompassed
a diverse range of tasks including: establishing a
tag set of PII and named entity types with guide-
lines for annotation, the creation of an annota-
tion tool, a large-scale annotation effort in mul-
tiple languages, and the testing and implemen-
tation of Named Entity Recognition (NER) and
language identification systems. The resulting
anonymization pipeline comprises five modules: a
pre-processing step, a language detector, an NER
component, coreference resolution and, finally, an
anonymization step, in which identified entities
are removed or replaced. In this paper we present
an overview of this project and our anonymization
pipeline architecture.

2 Tag set and annotation

2.1 Tag set
In the first phase of this project, we established a
set of entity types we wanted our system to be able
to identify. As our data, sampled from historical
chat logs, belong to a diverse set of domains, we
identified 24 named entity types we expected to be
present in our data. We classified them into three
categories:

i. Personal Identifying Information (PII), or
named entities that could link the data to a
specific individual.

ii. Corporate Identifying Information (CII), or
named entities that could link the data to a
specific organization or client.

iii. Other, which contain entities we do not expect
to anonymize, but nonetheless want to iden-
tify in our data.

Beata Megyesi
Proceedings of the Workshop on NLP and Pseudonymisation, pages 1–7,
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PII CII Other

Person Organization Nationality
Address Product Geographical
Zip Code Facility Event
Location URL Work of Art

Email Language
UID Unit

IP Address Misc
(Date) Med/Chem

Sports Team
Known Group
Known Figure

Fictional Figure
Date

Table 1: Categorization of entity types in our tag
set

Table 1 lists these entity types and their respec-
tive groupings. The first group, PII, comprises en-
tities relating to an identifiable person. This cat-
egory includes person names, addresses (includ-
ing e-mail and IP addresses), zip codes, locations,
unique identifiers (UID), which includes entities
such as phone numbers or social security num-
bers, and in some cases birth dates. We further
aimed to protect not only the privacy of individ-
uals present in our data, but that of our corporate
clients as well. The list of entity types pertaining
to CII includes organizations, products, facilities
and URLs. Finally, we established a list of named
entities we expect to occur frequently in our data
that fall outside the scope of this anonymization
task. This list includes named entities useful to
identify within our platform, for example for slot-
filling purposes, such as nationalities, languages,
units (when in the context of an amount, e.g. 5
kilometers), medical/chemical entities, known fig-
ures, etc. We also reserved a placeholder Miscella-
neous tag to annotate things that are clearly named
entities but that do not fit in any other category,
such as What is the 50th digit of Pi or When did
the Titanic sink?.

2.2 Data selection and pre-annotation

We expected named entities to be somewhat
sparsely represented in our data and, as such,
to speed up the annotation process, we sought
to develop a method of pre-selecting sentences
for our training set that had a higher likelihood
of containing a named entity. Lingren et al.,

2013 have demonstrated dictionary-based anno-
tation methods to save time on NER annotation
tasks without introducing bias to the annotation
process. Following these findings, we used our
in-house lexical resources to develop a rule-based
and dictionary-based method for identifying in-
puts likely to contain an entity. This system further
acts as a simplistic NER tagger that pre-annotates
the data.

2.3 Annotation guidelines and training

More than 15 annotators contributed to the devel-
opment of our annotated NER data set, working in
6 languages (English, German, Swedish, Spanish,
Italian and French). To coordinate this annotation
effort we established a set of guidelines for each
language, designed to be as synchronized as pos-
sible across all development languages. As a part
of these guidelines, we instructed annotators to:

• Tag according to context, selecting the most
obvious and probable meaning or tag in cases
of ambiguous inputs (e.g. I paid with my
visa PRODUCT vs. Visa ORGANIZATION
is a credit card company.).

• Follow word boundaries in the case of
compounds. This means that in En-
glish, for example, we only annotate the
named entity part of the compound in
visa PRODUCT card X while for Swedish
visakort PRODUCT, the whole compound is
annotated.

• Generally, determiners are not to be included
in the scope of an entity. Only annotate deter-
miners (or other function words) if they are
part of the official name of an entity, e.g. I
read the PRODUCT times PRODUCT.

We further established recommendations for
tags such as Work of Art or Known Figure, which
require the annotator to make a subjective judg-
ment. These guidelines include rules of thumb for
what or who does or does not constitute a work of
art or a known figure, where to draw the distinction
between a geographical entity or a location, etc.
As we used IOB encoding (Ramshaw and Marcus,
1999), a text chunking format used to denote the
scope of entity chunks, to annotate our data set,
we also provided instructions to our annotators on
determining the start and end of an entity.

Beata Megyesi
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Training Set Test Set
Entities Tokens Sentences Entities Tokens Sentences

English 62231 586637 61081 5217 51078 5097
French 33075 382099 28033 5889 60646 4914
German 73052 570527 78261 4083 30768 3949
Italian 42494 404078 39609 5565 50730 4589
Spanish 35583 357045 34684 4495 34451 4437
Swedish 53218 524703 60830 2862 24006 2763

Table 2: Training and test data set size by language

After establishing our tag set and annotation
guidelines, we held training sessions with our an-
notators, who we in turn tasked with annotating a
300 sentence subset of the training data. We then
collectively discussed the sentences for which our
annotators had produced different annotations, re-
visiting problematic tags and reviewing the guide-
lines. As an additional step to improve inter-
annotator agreement, we encouraged annotators to
work collaboratively to reach joint decisions about
difficult or ambiguous tags.

To evaluate inter-annotator agreement, we mea-
sured agreement separately for every pair of an-
notators on the 300 double-annotated sentences
of the training set using Cohen’s kappa (Cohen,
1960) and report the average score. These results
are shown in Table 3.

Average κ Annotators
English .89 9
French .89 3
German .84 6
Italian .89 2
Spanish .75 4
Swedish .90 5

Table 3: Average Cohen’s kappa for inter-
annotator agreement

2.4 Annotation tool
In addition to receiving training in our annotation
guidelines, our annotators were also instructed on
how to use our web-based tool developed in-house
to facilitate the process of annotating written lan-
guage data. In the annotation tool user inter-
face, the annotator chooses the appropriate label
for each word in a sentence from a drop-down
menu. The tool also allows the annotator to navi-
gate through examples, giving them the option to
skip tricky examples and revisit them later.

Figure 1: Annotation tool user interface

In order to ensure consistent annotation, the tool
displays statistics for how a given word has been
annotated previously. For instance, in the hypo-
thetical example shown in Figure 1, the annotator
can see that the ambiguous token, Mercedes, has
been marked as a product, organization, and as a
person. A regex search function then allows the
user to review previous examples to see the con-
text in which these tags were assigned.

2.5 Data sets composition

Figure 2: Distribution of named entity tags in the
English training set

Table 2 features the training and test set sizes for
the six languages we developed. The table lists the
number of entities, tokens, and sentences that each
data set contains. Our training data sets range in

Beata Megyesi
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size from 28,033 sentences for French, to 78,261
for German. We did not necessarily expect a cor-
relation between training data set size and NER
model performance, as our larger data sets tend to
contain a broader range of domains, which we ex-
pected to make them more difficult to predict.

Our English training data set contains 61,081
sentences, 585,773 tokens and 62,231 annotated
entities. Figure 2 shows the distribution of named
entity tag types in the English training data set. We
generally observed very similar distribution pat-
tern across all languages we developed. We opted
to maintain the natural distribution of entity types
in our data set, rather than artificially inflate the
training set for underrepresented tag types. As
Figure 2 shows, PII and CII tags occur most fre-
quently in the data, with the exception of URLs,
IP addresses and E-mail addresses. Given the pre-
dictability of these entity forms, however, we did
not expect their lack of frequency in the training
data to be problematic.

3 Named entity recognition for
anonymization

Named entity recognition (NER), the identifica-
tion of named entities in unstructured text, is a
standard component of anonymization and de-
identification systems. Most prior research in au-
tomatic text anonymization has focused on the
de-identification of medical records, and has em-
ployed either rule-based (Ruch et al., 2000; Nea-
matullah et al., 2008) or machine learning (Guo
et al., 2006; Yang and Garibaldi, 2015) NER tech-
niques. For the purposes of our system, we opted
for the latter and explored two different NER
system architectures: one based on conditional
random fields (CRFs) and the other using deep-
learning techniques based on the model proposed
by Lample et al., 2016, which is a BiLSTM with
a CRF decoding layer. We developed the CRF
model using CRFSuite (Okazaki, 2007). The neu-
ral network model was implemented in Tensorflow
(Abadi et al., 2015).

In addition to using word, basic prefix and suf-
fix, as well as regex features to help detect e-
mail addresses and series of digits, one CRFSuite
model makes use of embeddings clusters, which
we derived by performing K-means clustering on
word embeddings, which we trained on our own
in-house data using Word2Vec (Mikolov et al.,
2013). In doing so, our aim was to group together

words which are distributionally similar in order
to imbue our model with some degree of seman-
tic understanding, while maintaining the model
size small relative to using the full emebeddings
model.

3.1 NER performance

SYSTEM TYPE F1

Baseline (unamb) 45.0
Baseline (freq) 57.5
CRFSuite 74.1
CRFSuite + embeddings clusters 76.0
BiLSTM + CRF decoding 79.2

Table 4: NER system performance for English

Table 4 shows the results of an evaluation of
our English NER models on a separate test set.
We performed our evaluation following the same
methods used in the CoNLL-2003 shared task on
named entity recognition (Sang and De Meul-
der, 2003). The test set contains 5,217 entities,
and comprises 51,078 tokens and 5,097 sentences,
making it slightly less than 10 percent the size of
the training set. We evaluated our models against
two baseline metrics; an unambiguous baseline
(unamb), in which entities that appear in the train-
ing set with only one annotation are assigned that
label in the test set, and a frequency-based baseline
(freq), in which entities that appear in the training
set are assigned the most frequent annotation that
the entity was given in the training set. All three
models we investigated performed well over these
baselines, with the highest performing model be-
ing our neural network based system. We further
see that the use of embeddings clusters in the CRF-
Suite model results in a modest improvement in
F1 compared to not using the embeddings clus-
ters. We used default parameters when training
and testing these models, so it is possible that tun-
ing could lead to further improvements over the
baseline.

Figure 3 shows the F1 per named entity tag
of the CRFSuite model with word embeddings
clusters for English. The highest performing en-
tity types benefit from our regex pattern matching
feature, which identifies sequences of digits and
special characters. Moreoever, we see F1 scores
of 75% and above for all PII entity types, and
70% and above for all CII entity types. Table 5
shows averaged precision, recall and F1 for PII

Beata Megyesi
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PII CII
LANGUAGE P R F1 P R F1
English 86.4 82.7 84.6 87.0 73.5 79.5
French 89.4 89.4 89.3 85.3 78.0 81.0
German 92.7 89.6 91.1 86.5 65.5 73.5
Italian 88.7 86.0 87.1 87.5 73.0 77.8
Swedish 89.1 83.7 86.1 84.5 71.5 77.0
Spanish 89.1 86.9 87.7 89.3 80.5 84.5

Table 5: Average PII and CII performance: English CRFSuite with embeddings clusters

Figure 3: Performance of English CRFSuite with
embeddings clusters, by named entity type

and CII for each language. As the table shows,
both PII and CII types perform well above the av-
erage model F1. Our evaluations are carried out
on the chunk level, rather than on token level, and
we observe that scores are generally lower for tags
likely to contain multi-token entities (e.g. personal
names, addresses, facilities, organizations, etc.). A
point of further investigation is to perform an er-
ror analysis on these entity types, as even partial
recognition of an entity chunk is likely to be suffi-
cient for anonymization purposes. We further ob-
serve a correlation between entity tag frequency
in the data set and performance, suggesting that
the performance of some tags could be improved
through the addition of training data for these en-
tity types. As IP addresses were generally lacking
from our data set, we opted to remove this tag from
our NER training set and use regular expressions
instead of relying on NER.

Finally, Table 6 shows the performance of the
CRFSuite model with embeddings clusters for
each language as compared to the two baseline
evaluation metrics. As the table shows, the models
for all languages performed well over both base-

LANGUAGE CRF Freq. Unamb.

English 76.0 57.5 45.0
French 84.9 75.3 64.5
German 85.4 70.8 59.1
Italian 83.8 72.9 67.7
Spanish 80.8 68.9 57.7
Swedish 76.5 62.5 52.8

Table 6: NER performance by language: CRF-
Suite with embeddings clusters

lines. We do, however, see that performance gains
over the baseline are more modest for the lan-
guages for which we have less training data.

4 Language detector

Given that our anonymization pipelines are
language-specific, in order to ensure we
anonymize our data effectively, we developed
an automatic language identification system to
confirm that inputs are being sent into the correct
NER pipeline. Our data are organized according
to project, which are typically monolingual,
however we expect a certain amount of noise in
the data, and want to be sure that we do not fail to
anonymize PII based on this factor.

Our language detector is currently capable of
predicting 45 languages and was trained using
OpenNLP’s (Apache Software Foundation, 2014)
language detector model (a Naı̈ve Bayes Classi-
fier) on a training set of 182,087 sentences. We
sourced the training data from a combination of
in-house project data as well as external corpora,
namely, the OpenSubtitles (Tiedemann, 2016) and
Europarl (Koehn, 2005) corpora. We cleaned our
in-house data in the following ways:

• An initial coarse regex-based method to iden-
tify English inputs based on frequently occur-
ring words (e.g. Hello, would, could, etc.).

Beata Megyesi
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• Analyzing a preliminary model’s output on
the data set using cross-validation to identify
sentences incorrectly classified as false posi-
tives.

These adjustments to our training data resulted
in a final F1 of 93.01% tested on separate test set
of 19,828 sentences.

5 Coreference resolution

The last stage in our pipeline before anonymiza-
tion handles basic coreference resolution. This
system keeps track of multiple occurrences of en-
tities on a user chat session level. For example,
if a user refers to the same person name multi-
ple times throughout a chat session, the name is
anonymized to Person 1. If a user then mentions
a second name during the course of a session, that
name is then anonymized to Person 2. This allows
us to maintain the distinction between different in-
dividuals while protecting the privacy of those dis-
cussed over the course of a full dialogue.

6 Anonymization pipeline

Figure 4: Anonymization pipeline architecture

Figure 4 shows the AnonyMate pipeline archi-
tecture. An input is first sent to a pre-processing
module which deunicodes, removes non-printable
characters, and strips HTML tags before tokeniz-
ing the input. The input is then sent to the lan-
guage detector. Inputs identified as foreign are
deleted from our logs rather than being sent to the
NER module. Depending on the settings selected,
the input can be sent either to be processed by a

BiLSTM+CRF NER module or a CRF NER mod-
ule. Finally, after the input has been analyzed for
entities, coreference resolution is applied to the in-
put.

The anonymization strategy applied is config-
urable by the user, where the user can select which
entity types to anonymize. Moreover, the tool al-
lows the option to suppress certain entity types,
whereby entities are simply removed from the in-
put (e.g. I live in London. → I live in *** .); tag
entities, in which entities are replaced with their
named entity tag (e.g. I live in London. → I live
in LOCATION.); or substitute entities, in which
a specific entity is replaced by a predetermined
string (e.g. I live in London. → I live in EN-
GLISH CITY.)

7 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented an overview of
our anonymization toolkit, AnonyMate, and de-
tailed the stages of the project. We have de-
scribed the creation of a tag set and data set used
to train and test a named entity recognition system
that can be applied to the tasks of anonymization
and slot-filling, as well as given an evaluation of
the NER systems we developed. We further re-
ported on the implementation of a language detec-
tion system used to filter foreign inputs that our
language-specific anonymization pipeline would
fail to successfully de-identify. Finally, we pro-
vided a description of the anonymization pipeline
architecture, and discussed the various strategies
employed to remove personal and corporate iden-
tifying information from our data. AnonyMate has
given us the ability to both remove PII and CII data
from our historical data, so that they can be stored
for future use in research and development, as well
as enabled our platform to generate anonymized
data.
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Abstract

Electronic patient records are produced in
abundance every day and there is a de-
mand to use them for research or man-
agement purposes. The records, however,
contain information in the free text that
can identify the patient and therefore tools
are needed to identify this sensitive infor-
mation.

The aim is to compare two machine learn-
ing algorithms, Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) and Conditional Random Fields
(CRF) applied to a Swedish clinical data
set annotated for de-identification. The re-
sults show that CRF performs better than
deep learning with LSTM, with CRF giv-
ing the best results with an F1 score of 0.91
when adding more data from within the
same domain. Adding general open data
did, on the other hand, not improve the re-
sults.

1 Introduction

Electronic health records (EHR) are today pro-
duced in abundance and consist of information
valuable to improve the medical care of future pa-
tients. They are, however, seldom reused for re-
search as free text in patient records often contain
possibly identifiable information about patients.
To enable access to electronic health records while
preserving patient privacy there is a need for auto-
matic de-identification.

The US Health Insurance Portability and Ac-
countability Act (HIPAA) defines 18 categories
of Protected Health Information (PHI) which has
to be concealed for EHRs to be considered de-
identified in the US (Health Insurance Portabil-
ity and Accountability Act (HIPAA), 2003). The
categories include names, geographic divisions

smaller than state, dates related to an individ-
ual, contact information and other data that can
uniquely identify the individual.

Modules built to identify PHI, primarily rely on
two methods: Rule-based methods and supervised
machine-learning methods (Meystre et al., 2010).
The two methods are often used together in hybrid
systems (Stubbs et al., 2017). Rule-based meth-
ods do not require annotated data for training, are
easy to modify and the results are easy to inter-
pret, but they lack robustness and designing rules
is a complex task (Meystre et al., 2010). Machine
learning methods may provide greater robustness,
but require an abundant amount of annotated data.
According to Dernoncourt et al. (2017), statistical
machine learning models require feature engineer-
ing, while artificial neural networks (ANN) does
not. The latter does, however, require more data.

Lee et al. (2017) show that training a model
on a large source dataset and then fine-tuning by
retraining it on the smaller target data set can
improve the results in comparison to only using
the smallest data set. While the data sets used
by Lee et al. (2017) consisted of 29,000 PHI in-
stances in the smaller target data set and 61,000
PHI instances in the larger source data set the
largest available Swedish data set, the Stockholm
EPR PHI Corpus, has only 4,421 instances of PHI
(Velupillai et al., 2009; Dalianis and Velupillai,
2010). It does exist a smaller related corpus with
Electronic Health Records with annotations for
de-identification, the Stockholm EPR PHI Domain
Corpus (Henriksson et al., 2017b). For a larger
data set with general Swedish text annotated for
named entity recognition, Stockholm Umeå Cor-
pus exists (Östling, 2012).

This study investigates the possibilities of aug-
menting the quality of de-identification by adding
a general Swedish data set for named entity recog-
nition such as Stockholm Umeå Corpus to already
existing annotated PHI data sets and secondly the
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use of deep learning methods such as LSTM.

2 Previous research

The state-of-the-art de-identification systems have
for a long time been hybrid systems, where a
machine learning approach, typically Conditional
Random Fields (CRF) is used to identify classes
including names, professions, and locations and a
rule-based approach is used to identify rarely oc-
curring or regular classes as zip codes, phone num-
bers and e-mail addresses (Uzuner et al., 2007;
Stubbs et al., 2015). The best result during
the i2b2 de-identification challenge 2014 (Stubbs
et al., 2015) has a micro-averaged entity-based re-
call of 93.90%, a precision of 97.63% and an F1

score of 0.96 on i2b2 PHI-categories.
The first neural network de-identification sys-

tem was introduced in 2016 (Dernoncourt et al.,
2017). This system used a type of deep learn-
ing with recurrent neural networks (RNN) called
long short-term memory (LSTM) with three lay-
ers: A character enhanced token-embedding layer,
a label prediction layer and a label sequence op-
timisation layer. The model is bidirectional to
better handle long term dependencies. The ANN
model presented, performed better than the best
system from the i2b2 2014 challenge. Combining
Bi-LSTM and CRF further improved the system.
Similar systems based on LSTM and CRF have
been successful for de-identification (Liu et al.,
2017), and during the i2b2 de-identification chal-
lenge of 2016 a model combining an LSTM, a
CRF and rules won the challenge with an entity-
based micro-averaged F1 score of 0.91 for HIPAA
classes (Stubbs et al., 2017).

The largest Swedish dataset with health records
annotated for de-identification is the Stockholm
EPR PHI Corpus, which is a part of Health
Bank - Swedish Health Record Research Bank.
Health Bank encompasses structured and unstruc-
tured data from 512 clinical units from Karolinska
University Hospital collected from 2006 to 2014
(Dalianis et al., 2015).

The first results for identifying PHI based on
the gold standard of the Stockholm EPR PHI Cor-
pus can be seen in Table 1. De-identification tasks
based on CRF as well as rules have been carried
out on this data set with precision scores between
85% and 92.65%, recall scores between 71% and
81% and F1 scores between 0.76 and 0.87 (Dalia-
nis and Velupillai, 2010; Henriksson et al., 2017b;

Dalianis and Boström, 2012; Boström and Dalia-
nis, 2012). The best de-identification system
based on the corpus was developed by Henriks-
son et al. (2017b), using token, lemma, part of
speech, capitalisation, digit, compounds, and dic-
tionary matches against the medical terminologies
SNOMED CT, MeSH as features. Predictive per-
formance estimates yielded an F1 score of 0.87.

McMurry et al. (2013) have trained decision
tree classifiers using 28 features based on part of
speech tags, term frequencies, and dictionaries in
open journal publications and confidential physi-
cian notes to recognise non-PHI words. Accord-
ing to the study, distributional differences between
private and open medical texts can be used to clas-
sify PHI.

3 Data and method

3.1 Data

Three data sets for de-identification are used: The
Stockholm EPR PHI Corpus, the Stockholm EPR
PHI Domain Corpus and Stockholm Umeå Cor-
pus 3.0 (SUC). The data consists of both clinical
data1 and open-source data. The Stockholm EPR
PHI Corpus is used both for development, train-
ing, and testing, while Stockholm EPR PHI Do-
main Corpus and SUC are only used for training.

All data is encoded using BIOES-encoding, in-
dicating the position of the token within the PHI
entity. It encoded whether the token was in the
Beginning, Inside or Ending of a multi-token en-
tity, a Single entity or Outside an entity (Reimers
and Gurevych, 2017).

Stockholm EPR PHI Corpus consists of 100
patient records from five clinical units:
Neurology, orthopaedia, infection, dental
surgery and nutrition at Karolinska Univer-
sity Hospital (Dalianis and Velupillai, 2010)
and has approximately 200,000 tokens.
The Stockholm EPR PHI Corpus was first
manually annotated by three annotators into
28 PHI classes based on HIPAA and enriched
with further classes (Velupillai et al., 2009).
The annotations were later on merged into
conceptually similar classes while removing
classes with few instances, creating a gold
standard with eight PHI annotation classes:
Age, numeric and non-numeric full dates and

1This research has been approved by the Regional Ethical
Review Board in Stockholm (2012/834-31/5).
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Table 1: Results from Dalianis and Velupillai (2010)

date parts, first names, last names, health
care units, locations, and phone numbers
(Dalianis and Velupillai, 2010). Locations
include not only places but also companies.
Health care units were only annotated as
Health Care Unit if they were considered
identifiable by the annotator. The distribution
of PHI is presented in Table 2.

Stockholm EPR PHI Domain Corpus consists
of data from three clinical units: Geriatric,
oncology and orthopaedic at Karolinska
University Hospital. It has approximately
116,000 tokens. It uses the same eight
annotation classes as the Stockholm EPR
PHI Corpus. In the original version, almost
half of the corpus is annotated, while the
other half is not. The original annotation for
health care unit followed other guidelines
than the one set in (Dalianis and Velupillai,
2010). The Health Care Unit annotations
and other half of the corpus were therefore
re-annotated in this study. Health care units
were only annotated if they were identifiable
within the Stockholm area.

Stockholm Umeå Corpus 3.0 consists of Swed-
ish texts from press, scientific writing and
prose collected during the 1990s and has
over one million tokens (Östling, 2012;
Gustafson-Capková and Hartmann, 2006).
The latest release was SUC 3.0, released in
2012. The corpus is annotated with part-of-
speech tags, morphological analysis, lemma
as well as ten named-entity classes. The used
classes are person, place, institution, animal,
myth2, product, work, measurements (with

2The myth annotation consists of names of mythical cre-

age as a subclass), event and other. The an-
notations for person, location and age were
used in this study, further the person anno-
tation was semi-manually divided into first
names and last names. The entire corpus is
used.

EPR Domain SUC
First Name 928 380 11,748
Last Name 923 524 9,402
Phone Number 135 47 0
Age 56 52 427
Full Date 500 382 0
Date Part 710 555 0
Health Care Unit 1,021 387 24
Location 148 96 9,388
Total 4,421 2,886 30,989

Table 2: Overview of annotated Protected Health
Information entities. Note that Date Parts, Full
Dates or Phone Numbers are not annotated in
SUC.

The Stockholm EPR PHI Corpus was first di-
vided into two sets: One small for development
and validation with 10% of the patient records and
one for training and testing by cross-validation
with 90% of the patient records. For the CRF,
tenfold cross-validation was used. The patient
records from the Stockholm EPR PHI Corpus
were divided into ten folds. The Stockholm EPR
Domain Corpus and SUC Corpus were divided
into ten folds, where for each fold 90% of the sen-
tences were used for training. Only the folds from
the Stockholm EPR PHI Corpus were used for
testing. A similar approach was done for LSTM,

ates and places and the animal annotation consists of names
of animals.
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but used validation data for early stopping. The
LSTM has only been evaluated on the three first
folds due to time constraints.

3.2 Method

This study compares the predictive powers for
three models based on the data described above.
The first model is only trained on data from the
Stockholm EPR PHI Corpus, the second model is
trained on data from the Stockholm EPR PHI Cor-
pus and the Stockholm EPR Domain Corpus. The
last model is trained on the Stockholm EPR PHI
Corpus and SUC. All models are evaluated on data
from the Stockholm EPR PHI Corpus using ten
cross fold-validation.

The result is evaluated with micro averaged
entity-based precision, recall and F1 score, which
is the standard for evaluating named entity recog-
nition (Stubbs et al., 2015).

3.2.1 LSTM
Recurrent neural network (RRN) is a type of deep
learning artificial neural network designed for pro-
cessing sequential data (Dernoncourt et al., 2017).
The bidirectional LSTM architecture is designed
to access long-range dependencies in both for-
ward and backward directions (Dernoncourt et al.,
2017). The experiment uses the architecture de-
scribed in Lample et al. (2016) based on an open-
source implementation with Tensorflow3.

As stated by Lample et al. (2016), character-
based representations can be used to capture
both morphological and orthographic information.
The character-representations are learned from the
used training set for each experiment. Pre-trained
word representation is used, based on a subset of
clinical text from Health Bank of 200 millions to-
kens producing 300,824 vectors with a dimension
of 300.

The implementation uses the adaptive learning
rate method Adam, an algorithm for optimisation
of stochastic objective functions (Kingma and Ba,
2014). It computes different learning rates for
each parameter based on estimates from the first
and second moments of the gradients. The learn-
ing rate was set to 0.001 with a decay of 0.9.

Dropout was used with a dropout rate of 0.5.
This was used with a batch size of 64. The train-
ing is done in a maximum of 20 epochs, with early
stopping if no improvement three times in a row in

3https://github.com/guillaumegenthial/sequence_tagging

the development set. The model was then evalu-
ated on the test set. The CRF layer (Lample et al.,
2016) was not used as it did not show any bene-
fits for the validation set compared to using only
LSTM.

3.2.2 CRF
Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) with linear
chain is a statistical machine learning method first
introduced by Lafferty et al. (2001) that predicts
sequences of labels based on sequences in the in-
put. A set of features is typically defined to extract
features for each word in a sentence. The CRF
tries to determine weights that will maximise the
likelihood of leading to the labels in the training
data.

In this study, CRFSuite (Okazaki, 2007) is used
with a the sklearn-crfsuite wrapper4. The features
used are: Word as lower case, the first and last
four and eight letters, lemma, part of speech tag,
if the word is in lower case, upper case or title
case, if there are only numbers in the word or
only letters in the word or if it has special char-
acters, how many letters, numbers or other char-
acters the word has. This is carried out with a
window size of 5. Information about which head-
ing a word comes from is included for texts from
the Stockholm EPR PHI Corpus. Furthermore, the
CRF uses gazetteers for first names, last names,
locations, honorifics or medical profession titles,
hospitals in the Stockholm region and regular ex-
pressions for identifying date parts, full dates and
telephone numbers.

The CRF uses gradient descent with Limited-
memory BFGS (L-BFGS) for optimization.
LBFGS is an optimization algorithm (Koller et al.,
2007).

Lemma and part of speech tagging for each
word was performed with Stagger (Östling, 2012)
for the Stockholm EPR PHI Corpus and the Stock-
holm EPR Domain Corpus. SUC is already man-
ually annotated with lemma and part of speech.

4 Results

4.1 LSTM - Results

As seen in Table 3 presenting the results for the
LSTM, the systems handle first names, last names,
date parts, full dates better than ages, health care
units and location.

4https://sklearn-crfsuite.readthedocs.io
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EPR PHI EPR PHI + Domain EPR PHI + SUC
P % R % F1 P % R % F1 P % R % F1

First Name 93.79 92.63 0.93 95.16 93.99 0.95 92.46 91.46 0.92
Last Name 93.09 94.87 0.94 97.19 95.11 0.96 90.77 96.68 0.94
Phone Number 96.30 94.44 0.95 90.00 95.83 0.93 95.24 91.67 0.93
Age 80.56 75.56 0.78 70.00 75.56 0.72 91.67 75.56 0.82
Full Date 91.38 96.46 0.94 91.98 95.77 0.94 92.59 95.82 0.94
Date Part 95.6 97.96 0.97 93.51 97.24 0.95 93.37 94.60 0.94
Health Care Unit 61.19 69.20 0.65 58.95 54.70 0.57 59.06 51.88 0.55
Location 76.90 75.27 0.76 69.87 70.15 0.69 61.55 86.54 0.70
Overall 85.87 88.96 0.87 86.28 85.46 0.86 84.78 85.44 0.85

Table 3: Entity-based evaluation for LSTM for the first three folds. The mean is presented for each label.
The highest F1 scores are highlighted for each class.

The only two types of PHI improved when
adding SUC is age and full date and no improve-
ments can be seen in any other classes. Rather a
drop of performance can be seen for location, last
names and first names. There is a small increase of
recall for first names and locations, but with lower
precision.

Stockholm EPR PHI Corpus alone performs
considerably better for identifying phone num-
bers, locations and health care units, while first
names and full dates seem to be identified cor-
rectly to a greater extent with additional data from
the Stockholm EPR PHI Domain Corpus.

Overall, there is no improvement when adding
another corpus to the training, but rather a drop in
performance.

4.2 CRF - Results

Overall the CRF systems perform well, particu-
larly for finding dates and names. The recall is
lower for Phone Number and both the precision
and recall is lower for Health Care Unit, Loca-
tion and Age. As seen in Table 4 with results for
the CRF, compared to LSTM results in Table 3,
the CRF performs better overall with greater pre-
cision, but the LSTM has a higher recall.

Adding the Domain Data increases the F1 score
marginally. Some small, likely insignificant, im-
provements can be seen for Health Care Unit, Age
and Phone Number. There is not the same drop of
performance as for the LSTM systems.

Adding SUC does not improve the ability to
predict, and instead both precision and recall is
lower for all classes except last names and ages.
The drop of performance is however less severe
than for the LSTM.

5 Analysis

Health Care Unit and Location are the most com-
mingled PHI classes. Health care units are often
named by their geographic location. Huddinge
can for example refer to the hospital Karolinska
University Hospital Huddinge but also the munic-
ipality Huddinge. In the gold standard, locations
are annotated as a part of the health care unit oc-
casionally depending if it is an actual part of the
name and whether it is directly adjacent to an iden-
tifiable health care unit. Errors are partly caused
by the difficulty to distinguish these cases. Fur-
thermore, some health care units are only occa-
sionally annotated as PHI, which also makes it
more difficult for the system to learn the structure.
ASIH, which stands for Advanced Care At Home
in Swedish, is for example in 8 of 20 cases anno-
tated as a singular health care unit entity.

Location is a class with generally low F1 score.
One reason for this may be that the test data in-
cludes companies as locations. Location has rel-
atively few annotations, and almost one-quarter
of these are company annotations. Companies
are overall rarely occurring, but frequently men-
tioned in one patient record. In the record with
the most company annotations, none of the seven
mentioned companies is found by any system.

When identifying age, the numeral in the age
entity is often correctly identified, but the upcom-
ing word is either incorrectly included or missed.
The unit following the numeral, often ’years’, is
occasionally annotated within the PHI and occa-
sionally not, which is one reason for these errors.
Age annotations where the numeral is followed by
’årig’ (year-old) are found to a greater extent than
those followed by ’år’ (years).
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EPR PHI EPR PHI + Domain EPR PHI + SUC
P % R % F1 P % R % F1 P % R % F1

First Name 95.05 92.78 0.94 95.50 91.41 0.93 94.51 92.24 0.93
Last Name 97.02 92.20 0.94 96.39 90.36 0.93 96.93 0.93 0.95
Phone Number 92.81 81.52 0.87 94.58 84.32 0.89 96.14 72.14 0.82
Age 79.29 60.95 0.68 85.09 71.27 0.77 89.67 76.21 0.82
Full Date 98.62 99.15 0.99 96.34 94.74 0.96 95.82 93.28 0.94
Date Part 97.06 95.68 0.96 97.45 94.73 0.96 95.46 90.08 0.93
Health Care Unit 86.11 66.40 0.75 88.62 72.79 0.80 85.45 67.38 0.75
Location 74.07 73.70 0.72 76.05 59.89 0.66 62.40 70.92 0.65
Overall 93.76 86.53 0.90 94.66 86.72 0.91 92.31 84.97 0.88

Table 4: Entity-based evaluation for CRF with tenfold cross-validation. The mean is presented for each
label. The highest F1 scores are highlighted for each class.

Uncommon names, common words that are also
names, misspelt names and names in lower case
are less often identified. This especially happens
in contexts where there are no other words, either
to the left or right. This is common in sections
similar to ’Assigned nurse’. There are some cases
where first names are annotated as last names and
vice verse. The first names Carina, Riita and Ab-
dul are annotated as last names in the gold stan-
dard, leading to errors.

Non-PHI adjacent to a PHI entity is annotated
as PHI and more general entities, similar to anno-
tated PHI, for example ”the summer of 2007”, are
more often mistaken as PHI. There are also some
cases where inconsistent annotation leads to false
positives for especially Health Care Units, they
also lead to false negatives. The systems also man-
age to find some PHI not previously annotated in
the gold standard.

6 Discussion

In comparison to other work where the Stockholm
EPR PHI Corpus is used to classify PHI this set
of features and CRF implementation works well
for identifying PHI. The CRF also performed bet-
ter by itself than the LSTM when focusing on the
overall F1 score. This the highest recall overall
of 88.96% is nonetheless achieved with the LSTM
system and without any additional corpus.

There is an overall drop of recall and F1 when
adding other corpora to the LSTM version, while
the CRF version is slightly improved by adding the
EPR PHI Domain corpus, with an F1 score of 0.91.
On the other hand the highest recall for Last name
is achieved using LSTM and SUC and the recall of
First name and Last Name is also improved with

additional EPR data in. It could be argued that re-
call is more important than precision and and that
Last name and First name are two of the most sen-
sitive classes.

In SUC, organisations and places are annotated
separately. Company names tend to sound like
names and occur in similar contexts like health
care units. A distinction between locations and
companies may enable the usage of the organisa-
tion annotation from SUC, with possible improve-
ments on similar labels as well as reduce the het-
erogeneity.

Differences between the annotation quality or
guidelines may also affect the result. Inaccuracies
within the Stockholm EPR PHI Corpus is men-
tioned in the analysis. The Stockholm EPR PHI
Corpus was annotated by three annotators and fur-
ther examined by others. The Stockholm EPR Do-
main Corpus was, however, originally annotated
by only one person and re-annotated for this study
by one of the authors to comply with the annota-
tion guidelines of the Stockholm EPR PHI Cor-
pus. This corpus is likely to have more inaccura-
cies than the Stockholm EPR PHI Corpus.

There is generally a drop in performance be-
tween domains and within cross clinical or cross
hospital settings. Therefore, it may not come as a
surprise that training partially on another domain
does not benefit the classifier regardless of the data
size. Open text within the medical domain may be
more beneficial due to higher domain similarities.
A selection of specific documents within SUC is
unlikely to benefit the classifier as only a minority
of SUC includes medical text.

Using partial match may improve the results
for multi-token entity expressions, such as phone
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numbers, locations, dates and health care units, see
Figure 1.

7 Conclusion and future directions

This study aimed to investigate the possibilities of
augmenting the quality of de-identification by us-
ing annotated data sets for named entities or the
use of deep learning methods such as LSTM. The
findings suggest that adding data from a general
corpus for named entities is not a viable option, but
perhaps for individual classes. LSTM performs
reasonably well by itself, even if the CRF mod-
els seem to perform better. It is worth noting that
the LSTM is not yet evaluated on all folds, and
considering the increase of recall, it is still war-
ranted to see if a hybrid version of this CRF and
LSTM can improve the results further. One pos-
sible approach would be to use a LSTM system
to de-identify personal names and a CRF system
to de-identify phone numbers, locations, dates and
health care units.

The current study only examined the effects of
using two corpora together as training data, and
not the performance when training on one data set,
the Stockholm EPR PHI Corpus or SUC, and then
using domain adaptation to the target date set, the
Stockholm EPR PHI Corpus. While the identifica-
tion of some PHI classes benefit from added data,
there are also classes where no improvements are
seen despite data being added.

The analysis has shown that there is a need to re-
vise the old gold standard for the Stockholm EPR
PHI by adding previously overlooked PHI, chang-
ing PHI accidentally annotated as another PHI,
and possibly review the guidelines for the manual
annotation of health care units, locations and ages.

Our best performing de-identification system
surpasses previous systems based on Stockholm
EPR PHI Corpus. It performs in line with the best
performing de-identification systems from the lat-
est i2b2 de-identification challenge (Stubbs et al.,
2017) but lower than the best from earlier chal-
lenge (Stubbs et al., 2015). One observation, how-
ever, is that data set in Stubbs et al. (2015) is seven
times larger than the Stockholm EPR PHI Corpus
in terms of both tokens and PHI instances (Der-
noncourt et al., 2017).
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Abstract

This study describes a rule-based
pseudonymisation system for Swedish
clinical text and its evaluation. The
pseudonymisation system replaces
already tagged Protected Health Informa-
tion (PHI) with realistic surrogates. There
are eight types of manually annotated
PHIs in the electronic patient records; per-
sonal first and last names, phone numbers,
locations, dates, ages and healthcare units.

Two evaluators, both computer scien-
tists, one junior and one senior, evalu-
ated whether a set of 98 electronic pa-
tients records where pseudonymised or
not. Only 3.5 percent of the records were
correctly judged as pseudonymised and
1.5 percent of the real ones were wrongly
judged as pseudo, giving that in average
91 percent of the pseudonymised records
were judged as real.

1 Introduction

Electronic patient records also called clinical text
contain valuable information that may be extracted
and used for improving healthcare, see Chapter 10
in (Dalianis, 2018).

The records are becoming more and more ac-
cessible for the research community, but under
strict confidential restrictions since they contain
sensitive information about patients. Before be-
ing accessible for research the electronic patient
records are required to be anonymised in the way
that they do not contain any information (or data
tables) that may identify any patient. However in
the unstructured part of the records, that is the free
text fields, there is information such as personal
names, phone numbers that may identify the pa-
tient. In the structured part there might also be

sensitive information, but that is easily identifi-
able, since that column can be called social secu-
rity number, temperature, or ICD-10-code.

Therefore, there is a significant research area
in clinical text mining called automatic de-
identification (DEID) of electronic patient records
(Meystre et al., 2010; Uzuner et al., 2007). These
DEID systems are either rule-based, machine
learning-based or hybrid approaches where the
best systems obtain up to 0.97 F-score, (Uzuner
et al., 2007).

Of course, one requirement on these DEID sys-
tems is high recall over high precision since it is
more important to find all instances of sensitive
information than to risk predicting false positives.

A DEID system works in such a way that it
tags the identified sensitive information or what
more precisely is called Protected Health Infor-
mation (PHI) and removes the sensitive informa-
tion inside the PHI tag. The tag is left telling
what type of PHI it contained. When the system
misses identifying an entity in the text, such as a
personal name or a phone number, it is visible and
obvious. These un-identified PHIs are also called
residual identifiers. One method to increase se-
curity is described by Carrell et al. (2013) and is
called Hiding In Plain Sight (HIPS) and consists
of replacing all the identified PHI tags with sur-
rogates or pseudonymised information, such that
the un-identified residual PHI will be perceived by
the reader to be already replaced by a surrogate
and hence pseudonymised. Pseudonymisation is
the method where an identified PHI, for example,
a personal first name is replaced with a fake first
name, that obviously need to be a common name
to diminish the risk of identification.

An example of a pseudonymised electronic pa-
tient record is presented in Figure 1.

A hypothesis is that when reading the patient
records, the reader should not be annoyed by
strange names or places or tags and focus on the
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medical content.
The research question is whether a reader of an

electronic patient record could reveal if one record
as pseudonymised or not. The reader/evaluator
should judge whether a clinical text describing
a patient’s personal name, family relation and
mentioned addresses, phone numbers, locations,
health care units and dates look real or not.

2 Related research

One of the first attempt in creating surrogates af-
ter the DEID process was presented by Sweeney
(1996). Dates were replaced with a similar date
nearby. Personal names were replaced with a fic-
titious unique name that sounded reasonable. The
article does not mention how the system processed
locations and phone numbers and other PHI.

In (Douglass et al., 2004), a similar approach
is described where dates were shifted by the same
random number of weeks or years, but keeping the
days of the week. Personal names were replaced
with names from a publicly available list from the
Boston area in the US, but randomly mixing first
and last names. Locations were replaced with ran-
domly selected small towns. Hospital and clinical
units were given fictitious names.

One of the first studies on Swedish was pre-
sented in (Alfalahi et al., 2012) and were carried
out on the Stockholm EPR PHI Corpus (Velupillai
et al., 2009), where personal names were replaced
in a context-sensitive way. Female first names
where replaced by common female first names,
and similar for male names and for last names that
also were replaced with common names. Gender-
neutral first names are replaced with other ran-
domly chosen gender-neutral name. Addresses
and phone numbers are replaced, and dates are
shifted, ages changed slightly. Locations and
healthcare units are replaced with only one loca-
tion and healthcare unit respectively.

Another study on the same Swedish corpus was
carried out by Antfolk and Branting (2016). How-
ever the study focused only on locations. The
system replaced locations such as places, cities,
and countries with locations that were situated
closely geographically. One problem was that
many locations were misspellt or abbreviated and
hence challenging to replace with a proper surro-
gate location. Prepositions in front of countries
could pose problems since countries written in
Swedish need the Swedish preposition i (English:

in) while countries on islands require på (English:
on). Complete addresses with street and number
or cities were not replaced since they were not in
the scope of the study.

Björkegren (2016) carried out a similar study on
the same Swedish corpus and with focus on loca-
tions. The annotated class Location is a broad con-
cept covering everything from a street, a place, a
city, a municipality (Swe: kommun), a county, a
country or a continent and sometimes an organisa-
tion, a company or a product name and thus diffi-
cult to process unless identifying what type of con-
cept it is. The reason for this broad coverage is that
the corpus was used for machine learning training
and there were very few concepts for location in
the corpus, hence several classes describing loca-
tions were collapsed into one class Location in the
gold standard (Dalianis and Velupillai, 2010).

In the study by Björkegren (2016), an eval-
uation was carried out were three respon-
dents had to evaluate which of the 17 patient
records were pseudonymised and which con-
tained real PHI. Half of the records were iden-
tified as pseudonymised thus indicating that the
pseudonymisation program was not good enough.
Many errors occurred in the geographical context
where one street was mentioned in the wrong part
of the city.

In another approach for English by Deleger
et al. (2014), both the American English clinical
corpus from Physionet, i2b2 and the Cincinnati
Children’s Hospital Medical Center (CCHMC)
corpus were used. One important feature was
when replacing one PHI in the data set it should
not resemble any other replaced PHI. Personal
names are replaced from a list of real names from
US Census Bureau having a frequency above 144,
meaning 0.004 percent of the data. Gender of per-
sonal names are replaced consistently. Combina-
tions of street and street numbers are not reoccur-
ring as in the original corpus. Email addresses are
replaced with a set of a random set of characters
as the length in the original email address.

Meystre et al. (2014) carried out a study
where 86 patient records in English were de-
identified and where none of the five treating
physicians could recognise their patients after de-
identification.

Grouin et al. (2015) carried out an experiment
where they de-identified a group of patient records
in French and they asked physicians to identify
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the patient. However, they could not succeed in
this, unless they had access to the whole hospi-
tal system and found other documents of the same
(de-identified) patient, so they could group and re-
group patients and consequently identify them.

3 Methods and data

The method chosen for this study is rule-based
since training data is scarce in the clinical domain
that can be used for replacing sensitive PHI with
realistic surrogates.

The implementation is carried out in the pro-
gramming language Python. Three personal name
lists are used representing Swedish female first
names, male first names and last names, also lists
with candidate surrogates in form of the 100 most
common (frequent) Swedish personal names were
prepared: female first and male first names and
last names (gender-neutral), moreover, a list of all
streets and place names in the city of Stockholm
and locations in Sweden.

A list of all postal codes in Sweden, (where the
461 most common are used for candidate surro-
gates), a list of all area codes for phone numbers
as well as a list of all prefixes for mobile phone
numbers in Sweden and finally a list of generic
candidate healthcare units were also used. These
lists were also used by Velupillai et al. (2009) to
build a de-identification system and re-used in this
study for the rule-based psuedonymisation system.

The authors of the article (Antfolk and Brant-
ing, 2016) kindly provided a hierarchical list with
locations. Locations divided into the different
Swedish counties and finally all locations in the
world including islands in all continents of the
world and capital cities except the locations in
Sweden.

Special list for town squares and parks were
provided by Andreas Amsenius that had used them
for earlier work on de-identifications of emails in
Swedish.

For an overview of all lists and number of enti-
ties, see Table 1.

The used data consists of the Stockholm EPR
PHI Corpus1 that contains 100 electronic patient
records written in Swedish from five different clin-
ical units: neurology, orthopaedia, infection, den-
tal surgery and nutrition (Velupillai et al., 2009;
Dalianis and Velupillai, 2010), see Table 2 for

1This research has been approved by the Regional Ethical
Review Board in Stockholm (2012/834-31/5).

Swedish
entities Number Most

common
Female first
names

122,622 100

Male first
names

120,167 100

Gender-neutral
names

22 22

Last names 34,894 100
Health care
units

430 20

Postal codes 9,724 461
Streets in
Stockholm

1,719 -

Parks in
Stockholm

131 -

Provinces
(Landskap)

21 -

Places in
provinces

27,883 -

Squares and
places

6,910 -

Area code
phone numbers

265 -

Prefix mobile
phone numbers

17 -

Outside
Sweden
Continents 5 -
Countries 203 -
Capitals 206 -
Cities 1,386 -
Provinces 131 -

Table 1: Overview of all the types of lists used
both to find PHIs and also to generate surrogates
(Column most common). Observe that Provinces
and Continents are hierarchical in one level; hence
Provinces and Continents are not replaced, just the
content within each group.

the distribution of the eight types of PHI entities.
The Stockholm EPR PHI Corpus is part of Health
Bank - Swedish Health Record Research Bank.

The pseudonymisation program work in such a
way that it matches the found tagged personal first
name and last name. The first name is checked
whether the name is in the list of male first names
or female first names. If it is a male name, it is re-
placed with another common male name and if it
is a female name, it is replaced with another com-
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mon female name. First names are also replaced
in such a way that if it is repeated several times in
a paragraph, then the same generated pseudonym
is kept. If the first name is not in any female
or male name list it is spellchecked using a Lev-
enshtein spell checking module implemented by
Nick Sweeting in 20142 based on Peter Norvig’s
spell checker, but here in this study adapted for
personal name correction, first using a male per-
sonal name dictionary and then a female name dic-
tionary. Gender-neutral names are replaced with
a gender neutral name, and also genitive “s” in
names is always taken care of. For last names they
are replaced with one common last name, no spell
checking is used.

Street addresses are replaced with another ran-
dom street address in Stockholm with a random
street number, ditto postal number, and postal lo-
cation. Locations outside of Stockholm are re-
placed according to a system that if a location in
a specific county is found, it is replaced with an-
other random location on the same county for ge-
ographical proximity, and when the county name
itself is found it is not replaced since counties are
considered as large geographical areas. The same
goes for continents, a country in one continent is
replaced with another random country but not the
continent name itself.

Dates are shifted plus seven days upwards or
downwards. Weekdays and weekends are kept in-
tact, since the activities on clinical units are differ-
ent on weekdays compared to weekends.

Ages are shifted a couple of years upwards or
downwards.

Regarding phone numbers, the area code for
fixed phone numbers are randomly shifted to an-
other area code for fixed phone numbers as well
as the whole number were randomly changed. For
mobile phone numbers, the same procedure is car-
ried out but where the prefix for mobile phone
numbers is randomly shifted to another prefix for
mobile phone numbers.

For healthcare units, they are randomly changed
to some few generic healthcare units that cannot
identify a specific healthcare unit, see also Table
1.

Any found social security number if found is
simply removed.

The data to be evaluated were prepared as fol-

2Nick Sweeting 2014 implementation of Peter Norvig’s
spell checker, https://github.com/pirate/spellchecker/

lows: The texts were randomly pseudonymised so
half of the 98 record text were pseudonymised and
the other half were real non-pseudonymised pa-
tient records. The random distribution became 58
true records and 40 pseudo records, hence 59 per-
cent true records and 41 percent pseudo records,
which as the result of the random.choice() func-
tion of Python.

To avoid forcing the evaluators to read texts
with few or no PHIs the data were prepared in the
following way: First by ordering the 98 records
with the highest amount of PHIs first and with
falling density and then by extracting a section of
maximum 20 consecutive lines with the highest
density of PHI. Before presenting the records to
the evaluators, the tags marking up the PHI were
removed.

The reason to give the evaluators only 20 con-
secutive lines with the highest density of PHI
was to make the evaluation practical otherwise the
evaluators had to read plenty of clinical text (with
no PHIs) and the evaluation would take long time
be tedious and tiresome for the evaluator, and risk
that the will not be concentrated on their work.

4 Results

The pseudonymisation program was executed on
the whole Stockholm EPR PHI Corpus that con-
tained the tags described in Table 2. In the figure,
the number of replacements by the pseudonymisa-
tion program is also presented.

In Figure 1, a original but pseudonymised
record can be seen, where first and last personal
names have been replaced as well as healthcare
units and phone numbers.

5 Evaluation

The evaluation of the system was carried out by
two evaluators, both computer scientists one se-
nior and one junior with knowledge in clinical
data mining. The senior computer scientist is a
second language Swedish speaker, and the junior
computer scientist is a native speaker of Swedish.
None of the evaluators had seen the electronic pa-
tient records beforehand. Both evaluators had also
signed confidentiality agreements, the same as the
author of this article had signed.

The two evaluators, the senior and the junior,
could only correctly judge that 4 and 6 records
respectively were pseudonymised of the total 98
records where 40 were pseudo records.
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Epikris Huddinge
Ansv. specialist-/ överläkare Caroline Berg
Journalförare Marianne Lindgren
Utskriftsdatum 20120325
Vårdtid 20120311-20120318
Huvuddiagnos enl. ICD-10
Anamnes 52-årig kvinna, välkänd på kliniken. Går hos Karin Lundgren samt på smärtmottagnin-
gen.
Har en kronisk huvudvärk utan säker genes. Insatt på Metadon, Actiqe och Stesolid.
Sökte den 22/5 pga ohållbar situation med bristfällig smärtkontroll.
Pat är frusterad över lång väntetid på inneliggande utsättning av opiater
som skulle göras via IVA och planerats av dr Torbjörn Andreasson.
Pat kommer till NIVA och kräver att få läggas in på IVA och hotar att sluta med samtliga mediciner.
Pat har haft flera samtal med PAL på Löwet, Sandra Månsson. Hänvisar till tidigare anteckningar.

In Eng:
Discharge letter Huddinge
Responsible. specialist / chief physician Caroline Berg
Medical secretary Marianne Lindgren
Print Date 20120325
Care episode 20120311-20120318
Main diagnosis according to ICD-10
History of 52-year-old woman, well known in the clinic. Treated by Karin Lundgren and at the pain
clinic.
Has a chronic headache without a known origin. Given Methadone, Actiqe and Stesolid.
Came to clinic on the 22/5 due to unsustainable situation with inadequate pain control.
Pat. is frustated over the long waiting time for the discontinuation of opiates which was to be done
via IVA and planned by Dr. Torbjörn Andreasson.
Pat comes to NIVA and demands to be admitted to IVA and threatens to stop taking all drugs.
Pat had several conversations with PAL at Löwet, Sandra Månsson. Refers to previous notes.

Figure 1: An example of a pseudonymised electronic patient record written in Swedish (and its transla-
tion to English). It was judged as real by both evaluators. The text is relatively coherent, Mentioning
places such as Huddinge, dates and date periods 20120311-20120318, several personal names healthcare
units such as IVA, Intensiv VårdsAvdelning ( in Eng: Intensive Care Unit), NIVA, Neurologisk Intensiv
VårdsAvdelning ( in Eng: Neurological Intensive Care Unit) and Löwet a colloquial for Löwenströmska
sjukhuset, (In Eng: Löwenströmska hospital) all of them pseudonymised. The underlinings have been
added in this figure to show the PHI.
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Entity PHI-
instance

Pseudo-
nymised

First Name 923 -
Female First
Name

- 364

Male First Name - 555
Gender-neutral
First Name

- 2

Last Name 929 929
Age 56 56
Phone Number 125 137
Location 148 148
Full Date 551 551
Date Part 711 711
Health Care Unit 1,025 1,026
Sum 4,468 4,479

Table 2: Types and numbers of all annotated PHI
tokens in the Stockholm EPR PHI Corpus, re-
placed by the pseudonymisation program, the spell
checker was used for nine males first names and
ten females first names. (No social security num-
ber was found). The numbers are not matching
completely. Location corresponds to all locations
in Table 1.

Ny kontakt med smärtmottagning måndag.
Närstående Mamma Madeleine tfn: 0652
7256 , Bror Madeleine tfn 078 1295067
Upplysning Får lämnas

In Eng:
New contact with pain clinic Monday.
Related Mother Madeleine ph: 0652 7256 ,
Brother Madeleine ph 078 1295067
Inquiry May be given

Figure 2: An example of a pseudonymised elec-
tronic patient record written in Swedish that was
correctly judged as pseudonymised by the senior
evaluator by the agreement brother Bror and gen-
der of the name of the brother Madeleine which is
a female name. Also the mother Mamma has the
same name Madeleine as the brother, which makes
it confusing.

The two evaluators also judged incor-
rectly that two and one records respectively
were pseudonymised, while they were non-
pseudonymised records. In average only 3.5
percent of the psuedonymised records were cor-
rectly judged as psuedonymised and 1.5 percent

of the non-pseudonymised records were wrongly
judged as psuedonymised.

Concluding that 91 percent of the
pseudonymised records were judged as origi-
nal (or non-pseudonymised) records in average.

The senior evaluator obtained a precision of 67
percent and a recall of 10 percent. The junior
evaluator obtained a precision of 75 percent and
a recall of 8 percent. None of the pseudonymised
records was judged as pseudonymised by both of
the evaluators.

Some of the comments for reasons for revealing
the records as pseudonymised were that the physi-
cian’s name was strange, a brother with a female
name, and also wrong gender, see Figure 2.

6 Discussion and conclusion

Many of the identified pseudonymised patient
records were revealed because of strange combi-
nations of first names and last names, for exam-
ple, a Christian male first name and a Muslim
last name such as Peter Mohamed, both separately
common Swedish names. Another case was fam-
ily relationships such as husband, wife, daughter
or son combined with the wrong gender of the
name. Another exemple was two dates that were
too inconsistent in time, where the cause happens
after the effect, also wrong type of healthcare unit
mentioned for the specific disease the patient has.
For example "bor permanent på Löwet", (In Eng:
“Lives permanent at Löwet”), where Löwet is col-
loquial for “Löwenströmska sjukhuset”, (In Eng:
“Löwenströmska hospital”), and a patient does not
usually live at a hospital but on a Geriatric unit or
Residential home.

Also, the wrong preposition used for a location
reveals that the records are pseudonymised, for ex-
ample, prepositions in front of places and coun-
tries could pose problems since countries written
in Swedish need the Swedish preposition i (En-
glish: in) while streets and islands require på (En-
glish: on).

The PHI tag Location is very general and covers
everything from different locations (street, place,
city, muncipality, country...), and in some cases or-
ganisations, companies or product names. The an-
notations for locations and healthcare units are ba-
sic and when pseudonymising them, strange com-
binations can occur. The generated phone num-
bers could in some case generate strange grouping
of numbers.
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The research question was whether a reader of
an electronic patient record could reveal if one
record was pseudonymised or not. The answer is
no, hence a layperson reader probably cannot re-
veal to 91 percent that a record is pseudonymised
or not. Probably a clinically trained person
might reveal more, and adding external databases
will ofcourse assist in revealing if the record is
pseudonymised or not.

The results in this study are much more promis-
ing than the study by Björkegren (2016) where
half of the randomly generated records that was
pseudonymised were revealed as pseudonymised
by the evaluators, in their case, three different
evaluators evaluating the same 17 records were
eight records were pseudonymised. One of the
evaluator was a physician at Karolinska University
Hospital, the two others were computer scientists.

The results are also in line with the results in
(Meystre et al., 2014) where five physicians were
asked if they could recognise their patient in 86
de-identified patient records and where none suc-
ceeded in this task.

The purpose of Hiding In Plain Sight (HIPS) to
not reveal the un-annotated PHI can also be con-
sidered fulfilled.

Future research will be to improve the
pseudonymisation program to diminish the num-
ber of bugs, but also to create common combina-
tions of first and last names, checking the agree-
ment for family relationship and the right gender
of first names, for example, brother and the use of
a male name and not a female name, etc. Solve
the problem with the broad class Location by di-
viding it into the classes “real’ locations and or-
ganisations.

The use of more general healthcare unit names
and also improve the date shifting mechanisms,
but also to make more significant variations of the
produced vocabulary to make the pseudonymised
data useful as training data for machine learning
algorithms.

There is also research going on for generat-
ing synthetical patient records from real patient
records, that does not contain any sensitive infor-
mation. This method could be an entirely different
way to go.
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